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Who are we and what do we do? 
For all the dreamers, explorers, hedonists and wanderers - Generator is your hub for urban adventure. Experience that 
killer bar, meet new friends and uncover exciting culture in new neighbourhoods with us.  
So much more than a great night’s sleep, Generator is a community for anyone who shares our curiosity in the world. 
Dusk-to-dawners, quiet book-wormers, high-flyers and baby-boomers – all are welcome. Our inclusive atmosphere 
means no one need feel like a tourist when they’re far from home.  
Discovering who you are is a journey that never ends, and we’ve learnt so much in twenty years. Now the fastest growing 
hostel brand in Europe, we’ve kept focussed on urban, design-led living to create affordable luxury in Europe’s coolest 
cities.  
Our inspiring social spaces host events across the year, designed to encourage everyone to hang-out, meet new friends 
or simply soak in the scene at their own pace. 
 
Generator Paris: 
 
Hip galleries, boutique shops, pastoral cafés. Canal St. Martin in the 10th Arrondissement is everything the movies 
promised. Feel that joie de vivre at Generator Paris. 
  
Our fabulous French residence stands opposite Oscar Niemeyer’s iconic Communist Headquarters, just a few steps from 
Buttes-Chaumont Park. Day or night, we’ve got Parisian inspired space for you. Café Fabien on the ground floor boasts 
conservatory views of our private garden, and nine floors up is Le Roof-top, an awe-inspiring space with views of Sacré-
Cœur and Montmartre. The intoxicating mix of cinematic touches and Moroccan inspired design will make you feel like 
an art-house extra. 
  
As night descends, Le Club lights up in our beautifully gothic, vaulted-ceiling bar. When the dancing’s done, chose from 
twins, quads or ten-bed bunk rooms - we’ve got space for all.  
 
  



Why are we different? 
Generator’s commitment to design-led urban living is inspired by the cities we call home. Our 
characteristic style mixes old with new, fusing local cultural notes with our familiar brand 
iconography. Our distinctive style is what people remember.  
This is shared accommodation like you’ve never seen before. Safe, secure and stylish our 
rooms are perfectly private. Luxury isn’t an extra either; Wi-Fi, spacious storage, privacy 
screens and styling essentials are yours for not one penny more. Choose from sky-high suites, 
quads, twins or bunk up and benefit from great value rooms built to share.  
It’s the food we serve and our collaboration with local artisans that helps set Generator 
apart.  
 
  Why Generator was introduced 
Generator Paris was opened in 2015. There was a high demand for beds in shared rooms in 
Paris. People had a bad image of hostels : dirty, unsecured, overpriced!  
 
Generator Paris fixed that; with rooms to meet every need. Experience affordable luxury in 
our premium rooms with a private terrace or prefer one of our shared room to stay with your 
friends or meet like-minded travellers. 



Surveys conducted to launch Generator 
Surveys were carried out to establish the market need with the likes of HVS. The concept is 
an adaptation of the overall Generator Concept, which has evolved over the last few years as 
the design has grown and guest feedback has been obtained. 
 
  



How many properties does Generator have?  
 Generator Hostels currently has 12 properties 



Partners involved in the definition of Generator? 
Everything from the clothing rails to the iconic industrial angle lamps have been carefully 
considered by The Design Agency to create a comfortable, stylish environment which both 
caters to and stimulates guests. 
 



Main Innovative Aspects of Generator 
Decoration of the spaces utilises key aspects of the existing building, bringing in a flavour of 
Paris to create a unique Generator hostel. Every Generator is different, purposely making 
each hostel an innovation. Furniture blends new with vintage. Audio visual technology and 
security brings in cutting edge equipment and systems to entertain our guests whilst keeping 
them safe and secure. 



Assessing Results 
Our internal revenue management tools allow us to monitor & forecast demand so we can 
optimise what we call the “bed occupancy” & also the ABR or “Average Bed Rate”. In the 
same way hotels look at ADR & REVPAR we look at ABR and REVPAB (Revenue Per available 
Bed).  
We also monitor the market demand and the competitor pricing in order to price our product 
accordingly and maximise sales.  
All of these analyses are done daily with the aim to deliver our financial targets.  
Finally we assess the results versus our budget and mix plan, and versus the performance of 
the market place. Generally we are achieving higher occupancy vs Hotels, as example we 
achieved 84% Occupancy  in the second half of July 2016 whereas the average city 
occupancy was around 32% 
We also benchmark our property in Paris vs our other properties in Europe with our internal 
KPIs and taking into account market specificities 



Assessing Customer Satisfaction 
We monitor guest reviews on all the channels and use Review pro to have a an overall view of 
our satisfaction index. For Paris we have won a Guest Review Award for 2015 on booking.com  
our first year of operations.  
We also are very active on social media and have in excess of 215 000 followers across all 
platforms where feedback is direct and instant.  
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